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What We’re Going to Cover

- Consortium weekly spending

- Buying Best Practices

- Tools for Collection Development 

- Explanation of what Advantage is and how it works
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Consortium Weekly Spending

- Monday - Metered Access Replacements

- Tuesday - Cost Per Circ

- Wednesday - Recommendations (5 as a Minimum)

- Thursdays - Holds Manager Carts

- Friday - Metered Access Replacements & New Materials
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Consortium Weekly Spending

Knowing the consortium’s weekly spending schedule will:

- Get more checkouts for your patrons!

- Buy holds and recommendations after weekly 

purchases are made for the group.
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Best Buying Practices

- Buy regularly (daily is best, regardless of budget) 
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Best Buying Practices

- Fill holds based on price: Sort holds list by price and 

prioritize purchasing less expensive titles.
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Best Buying Practices

- Preorders: Review how your library is purchasing 

preorder content. Six months in advance? One month? 

No preorders?  
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Best Buying Practices

- Spend the same amount each month 
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Best Buying Practices

- Take advantage of sales
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Best Buying Practices

- Focus on popular material: 
- Check the bestseller lists
- Classics (if not already owned) 
- Award winners and nominees 
- Titles being made into movies or TV 

shows
- Monitor bestseller lists 
- Monitor book review sites 
- Buy titles that are in the news
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Best Buying Practices

- Move beyond basic new popular 
titles

- Add backlist titles
- Complete series

- Try to complete series in the 
same file type, if possible

- Compare the digital collection to 
popular print collections 

- Consider which popular genres 
or authors from your library’s 
print collections are missing
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Best Buying Practices

- Use the OverDrive created recommended lists
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Best Buying Practices

- Buy recommendations from your patrons and titles 

they have on hold
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Recommendations demo
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Recommendations
What the patron sees 
when they recommend a 
title. 

https://ohdbks.overdrive.com/
https://ohdbks.overdrive.com/


Tools for Collection Development

- Automate carts
- Holds Manager 

- Run Holds Managers on Friday with Advantage account

- Current Waiting List report

- Recommendation Manager automated cart
- Run RTL Manager to run on Thursdays or end of month

- Recommendations report

Be sure to run the reports for your library system! 15



Automate Carts How - To
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Smart Lists How - To

Set up a smart list based on:

- Popular authors/series

- Collection development 

policies

- Scheduling
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Holds Manager How - To

Set up a holds manager based on:

- Patron demand and budget

- Collection development policies

- Scheduling
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Current Waiting List Report

This report will :

- Show what your patrons have on hold.

- How many holds there are across the 

overall consortium.
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Recommendation Manager How -To
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Recommendation Manager How -To

Set up a recommendations manager 

based on:

- Patron recommendations and 

budget

- Collection Development Policies

- Scheduling
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Recommendation Report

- Use this report to review your 

patrons' recommendations

- Convert recommended titles into a 

cart in one click.
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Advantage and how it works

- Priority

- Your patrons have priority on the things you buy
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Advantage and how it works

- One Time Opening Content Credit Purchase of $250.
- This money will be put on file for your Advantage account.

- Used for buying content.

- No other cost obligation.  No platform fee.  

- No expectation of spend on content.
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Thanks!
Anne Kennedy

akennedy@library.ohio.gov
614-466-1710 
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Matt Jurns
mjurns@rakuten.overdrive.com


